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International pop star Anne-Marie and K-Pop
sensation NCT to perform at MTV World Stage
Indonesia 2020
 

Singapore/Jakarta December 11, 2020: MTV Asia, in partnership with Indonesia’s

Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy (MOTCE), today announced MTV World Stage

Indonesia 2020 – the first digital World Stage event for MTV, bringing world music into homes

in a new way to discover music. International pop star Anne-Marie as well as Korean boy band

NCT are set to light up the virtual stage at the event. 

 

⏲
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Using the latest virtual production techniques, MTV World Stage Indonesia 2020 will feature

three of Indonesia’s most famed locations – Bali, Lombok, and Labuan Bajo. Combining artist

performances set against the backdrop of these stunning locations as well as images of the

country’s iconic scenes, the event will create a unique MTV World Stage for fans to experience

Wonderful Indonesia. 

 

‘Wonderful Indonesia,’ a concept by MOTCE, showcases the country’s tapestry of wonders –

from diverse nature and wildlife, to cuisine and wellness, to recreation and leisure, as well as its

rich culture and heritage, and also creative tourism events. In the wake of the pandemic, the

Ministry also introduced ‘InDOnesia CARE’ in support of Indonesia’s efforts relating to

tourism.

 

"We are so excited to bring back our iconic music show with MTV World Stage Indonesia 2020.

While the current situation has restricted travel and live events, this event shows that music

truly knows no borders as we continue to innovate and bring world music to our international

audiences, as well as creative solutions to our partners and clients,” said Pierre Cheung, SVP

and General Manager for Asia, ViacomCBS Networks International.

 

“Our current surroundings might be muffled with restrictions but the power to impact and

reach communities with the power of entertainment remains intact. It is more pertinent now

than ever, to leverage this and keep the spirit of togetherness alive. We want to bring

communities together while cultivating a spirit of resilience and hope amid a bleak situation,”

said Wishnutama Kusubandio, MOTCE, Republic of Indonesia.

 

MTV World Stage Indonesia 2020 will air on MTV Asia as well as on MTV channels in

international markets reaching more than 330 million households across the world. Premiering

on MTV Asia December 25 at 7:50PM WIB / 8:50PM SG / 9:50PM MAL.

 

Fans can also follow the excitement of MTV World Stage Indonesia 2020 on MTV’s social

platforms which will have trivia, artist shoutouts, throwback performances and more.

 

@mtvasia (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, TikTok)

@indonesiatravel

@indtravel

 



#MTVWorldStageIndonesia

#WonderfulIndonesia

#FromIndonesiaWithLove
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About MTV World Stage

MTV World Stage is THE premiere global live music show, bringing multi-genre talent to its

international audience of millions of households every week. Since its launch in 2010, World

Stage has had a long-standing history of producing world-class music events, with an A-list

line-up of talent in cities around the world. Previous concerts include artists such as Katy Perry,

Snoop Dogg, Foo Fighters, Lady Gaga, Kings of Leon, Beyoncé and many more.

 

InDOnesia CARE
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ABOUT VIACOMCBS NETWORKS ASIA

ViacomCBS Networks International, a unit of ViacomCBS Inc. (NASDAQ: VIAC), is comprised of many of the
world’s most iconic consumer brands. Its portfolio includes Network 10, Channel 5, Telefe, Viacom International
Studios, Nickelodeon, MTV, Comedy Central, BET, Paramount Network and Pluto TV among others. In addition
to offering innovative streaming services and digital video products, ViacomCBS Networks International provides
powerful capabilities in production, distribution and advertising solutions for partners on five continents and
across more than 180 countries. For more information about Viacom and its businesses, visit www.viacom.com,
blog.viacom.com and the Viacom Twitter feed at www.twitter.com/Viacom.

The Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy introduced InDOnesia CARE, a symbol of

support for Indonesia’s strong effort in implementing the cleanliness, health, safety, and

environment protocols across the tourism industry as mandatory precautions, to

assuretraveller's comforts.

 

Several customised InDOnesia CARE protocols were prepared to be implemented well across

the tourism and creative economy elements as an effort to elevate travellers’comfort amidst the

new normal transition period. Cleanliness, health, safety, and environment

are InDOnesia CARE main priorities with the hope of gaining support from visitors as they

grow into wiser travellers. Please visit indonesia.travel to explore more.
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